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Abstract6

This paper presents a probabilistic formulation for modeling earthquake rupture processes of7

mainshocks. A correlated multivariate Bernoulli distribution is used to model rupture occurrence.8

The model captures time interaction through the use of Brownian passage-time (BPT) distributions9

to assess rupture interarrival in multiple sections of the fault, and it also considers spatial interaction10

through the use of spatial correlograms. The correlograms represents the effect of rupture nucleation11

and propagation. This model is proposed as an attractive alternative to existing probabilistic models12

because it (1) incorporates time and space interactions of mainshocks, (2) preserves the marginal13

distributions of interarrival times after including spatial rupture interactions, i.e., model consistency,14

and (3) has an implicit physical interpretation aligned with rupture behavior observations. The pro-15

posed model is applied to assess the occurrence of large interface earthquakes in the subduction fault16

along the coast of Lima, Peru. The model matches well both the annual magnitude exceedance rates17

and the average seismic moment release in the tectonic region. The AIC test confirms that our model18

performs statistically better than models that do not capture earthquake space interactions. AIC19

also shows that the spherical correlogram outperforms the exponential correlogram at reproducing20

earthquake data. Finally, time-dependent seismic hazard in the region is calculated, and the results21

demonstrate that by accounting for recent earthquake occurrences, the inclusion of time-dependent22

effects can reduce the 30-year seismic hazard by a factor of four.23
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INTRODUCTION24

Modeling of earthquake rupture occurrence is one of the most important components of earthquake25

hazard analysis, which underlies Performance-based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) and earthquake26

risk assessments. Earthquake rupture modeling remains a particular challenge due to limited data and27

knowledge to reliably characterize earthquake ruptures. As a result, probabilistic hazard analyses employ28

multiple simplifying assumptions to account for the interactions between earthquake arrival, location,29

rupture size, and magnitude.30

Two main approaches are used to model earthquake rupture, physics-based and probabilistic. Physics-31

based theories have been proposed to explain the underlying mechanics of earthquakes. The elastic32

rebound theory, first proposed by Reid (1911), describes earthquake ruptures as the result of the sudden33

releases of elastic strain, which is slowly accumulated through interseismic cycles. Though the elastic34

rebound theory only provides a conceptual description of the nature of earthquake cycles, it has been35

the theoretical basis behind more modern, quantitative earthquake theories. Recently, modern rock36

fracture models and efficient computational tools have allowed physics-based simulations of earthquake37

rupture cycles (Luo et al., 2017; Richards-Dinger and Dieterich, 2012). At the present, the rate and38

state friction law (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983; Marone, 1998) is the canonical model for simulating39

such cycles. Applications of the state and friction law have allowed researchers to reproduce complex40

fault rheologies and earthquake rupture behaviors such as nucleation (Galvez et al., 2014), earthquake41

swarms (Lohman and McGuire, 2007), aftershocks (Dieterich, 1994), postseismic relaxation (Savage and42

Langbein, 2008), and coseismic, interseismic and postseismic strain and stress cycles (Barbot et al., 2012).43

While physics-based models are conceptually attractive, they are highly computationally intensive and44

depend on multiple unobserved fault parameters (e.g., fault normal stresses, constitutive law parameters,45

fault asperities). These parameters are uncertain, and as a result, propagation of these uncertainties46

needs to be considered when the seismic hazard is computed. Propagation of parameter uncertainty is47

extremely challenging due to current computational constraints and to the large sensitivity of the model48

results to such uncertainties.49

Probabilistic formulations for earthquake rupture occurrence have been extensively used for modeling50

earthquake hazard due to their relative computational simplicity compared to physics-based formula-51

tions. Moreover, these models are observational and data-driven and allow for direct incorporation of52

uncertainty of rupture occurrence. Researchers have proposed several probabilistic models that vary in53

corresponding physical interpretation, complexity level, and assumed physical interactions over earth-54

quake rupture locations, interarrival times, and magnitudes in a tectonic fault. In spite of their maturity,55

only few probabilistic formulations have been able to incorporate all these earthquake interactions. Be-56

cause these interactions are complex, these models have challenging calibration procedures and even57

introduce model biases into the hazard predictions as described in the model by Field and Gupta (2008)58

and Field et al. (2015). This paper presents a new probabilistic formulation for modeling earthquake59

rupture occurrence of mainshocks by explicitly incorporating the modeling of earthquake interactions60

over time and space, capturing coupling between earthquake rupture locations, interarrival times, and61

magnitudes. This formulation provides concrete steps forward in probabilistic rupture modeling by (1)62

including the modeling of key rupture interactions of mainshocks, (2) detailing the physical interpretation63

of the model, and (3) demonstrating the overcomes the model biases found in Field and Gupta (2008)64

and Field et al. (2015) both analytically and through simulation.65

The paper begins with a brief summary of existing probabilistic models, highlighting their main fea-66

tures and limitations. Then, it describes the proposed probabilistic model including the model’s physical67

interpretation. Next, it provides a case study in the subduction fault along the coast of Lima, Peru, to68

showcase (1) the applicability of the proposed model and the parameter estimation techniques to repli-69

cate the occurrences of large earthquakes in Peru; (2) a benchmarking of the model performance against70

historical magnitude exceedance rates and spatial distribution of average seismic moment release; (3) a71

benchmarking of the statistical performance of the model against other probabilistic earthquake models72

through the Akaike information criterion (AIC); and (4) a comparison of time-dependent earthquake73

hazard estimates based on the proposed model with the time-independent hazard estimates. A mathe-74

matical proof of the theoretical consistency of the model is included in Appendix A, and the formulations75

of likelihood functions to evaluate AIC are included in Appendix B.76
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EXISTING MODELS FOR EARTHQUAKE RUPTURE PRO-77

CESS MODELING78

Several probabilistic formulations have been proposed to model earthquake rupture occurrence based79

on either empirical observations or theories of earthquake rupture interactions on seismic faults. The80

following briefly summarizes four categories of these models.81

Time-independent models82

The Poisson model is a time-independent model and is arguably the most frequently used probabilistic83

model (e.g., seismic hazard data for building codes (Petersen et al. (2014)) given its simplicity in modeling84

tectonic plate interactions. The canonical Poisson model is homogeneous over a seismic fault, which85

means that ruptures are equally likely at every point of the fault. Another characteristic of the Poisson86

model is that the hazard rate, defined as the instantaneous likelihood of earthquake occurrence, is87

independent of previous earthquakes. This contradicts the elastic rebound theory since it ignores the88

time-dependent build-up and release of tectonic strains between earthquakes.89

Time-interaction models90

Time-interaction models are those that incorporate the earthquake occurrence intervals of characteristic91

earthquakes. According to the characteristic earthquake theory, seismic faults tend to generate almost92

the same large rupture with a magnitude in a relatively narrow range close to the maximum (Schwartz93

and Coppersmith, 1984; Wesnousky, 1994). Though the limited earthquake data has not been able to94

conclusively support characteristic earthquake models, (Kagan and Jackson, 1991; Geller et al., 2015),95

their temporal dependencies are based on the elastic rebound theory.96

These time-interaction models include temporal dependencies of mainshocks but do not address the97

spatial dependencies originated from multiple characteristic earthquakes occurring at different fault loca-98

tions. Additionally, the earthquake interarrival time, i.e., time between subsequent earthquakes, is mod-99

eled uncoupled and independent from the rupture magnitude. Probability distributions for earthquake100

interarrival time included Gaussian (Rikitake, 1974), Weibull (Hagiwara, 1974), Lognormal (Nishenko101

and Buland, 1987), Gamma (Udias and Rice, 1975), and the Brownian passage-time distribution (BPT)102

(Kagan and Knopoff, 1987; Matthews et al., 2002). All these models capture the sudden drop of proba-103

bility of earthquake occurrence immediately after the occurrence of a preceding earthquake. They also104

capture the probability increase over time as the slip re-accumulates in the seismic fault (Zhuang et al.,105

2012). These model features correspond to the earthquake behavior described by the elastic-rebound106

theory. Matthews et al. (2002) performed a thorough comparison among the implied earthquake arrival107

behavior of the models and developed corresponding mathematical expressions for the their impact on108

the earthquake hazard rates. Thus, these models capture important characteristics of rupture data,109

which is consistent with the elastic-rebound theory. In particular, the BPT distribution provides an ex-110

plicit physics-based representation of the rupture process. As stated by Matthews et al. (2002), the BPT111

models earthquake ruptures as sudden releases of tectonic stress, which accumulates over interseismic112

cycles and has a random component.113

Time- and magnitude-interaction models114

Time- and magnitude-interaction models are the ones that consider the coupling between the earthquake115

interarrival time and magnitude. These models build on the slip-predictable and time-predictable hy-116

potheses (Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980). The slip-predictable model (Kiremidjian and Anagnos, 1984)117

assesses the earthquake interarrival time using one of the time-interaction models described above, and118

introduces a magnitude function that increases based on the time since the last earthquake. The time-119

predictable model (Anagnos and Kiremidjian, 1984), on the other hand, assesses the interarrival time120

with a probabilistic model that is function of the magnitude of the last earthquake. In this model, large121

earthquake ruptures induce long waiting times for the next earthquake. Similarly, the stress release122

model assesses the likelihood of earthquake interarrival time as a function of the accumulated tectonic123

stress, which increases due to tectonic loading and decreases suddenly with each earthquake occurrence124

(Zheng and Vere-Jones (1991, 1994)). Because the stress drops are calculated using previous earthquake125

magnitudes with an empirical function, then the stress release model also incorporates interactions be-126

tween interarrival times and previous earthquake magnitudes. Even though these models incorporate127
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coupling between the interarrival time and the earthquake magnitude, they do not address the spatial128

dependencies originated from earthquake ruptures occurring at different locations of the seismic faults.129

Space- and time-interaction models130

Space- and time-interaction models generalize time-interaction models and time- and magnitude-interaction131

models. Through spatiotemporal interactions, these probabilistic models capture coupling between earth-132

quake interarrival times, locations, and sizes (magnitudes) in a seismic fault. Lutz and Kiremidjian (1995)133

proposed a pioneering model that coupled such spatiotemporal interactions using a generalized Semi-134

Markov process. The model discretizes the fault into small sections and evaluates earthquake cycles by135

(1) selecting the nucleation point according to accumulated slip distribution in the fault sections, (2) es-136

timating the rupture length based on the accumulated slip at the nucleation section, and (3) propagating137

the rupture to corresponding neighboring sections.138

Subsequently, the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast version 2 (UCERF v2) proposed139

a different approach composed of two main steps. First, the occurrence probabilities of all possible earth-140

quake ruptures in the discretized fault system are computed using a combination of BPT distributions141

that incorporate information on the last rupture time in different fault locations (Field and Gupta, 2008;142

Field et al., 2009). Next, all the rupture occurrences are sampled independently and then combined to es-143

timate the time-dependent seismic hazard. Observations from the model application showed a mismatch144

between the assumed BPT distributions and the resultant simulated distributions of rupture interarrival145

times, introducing of model bias in the earthquake occurrence rates and the hazard predictions (Field146

and Gupta, 2008; Field et al., 2015). This mismatch is not a property of any earthquake observation but147

a feature of the UCERF model itself. This issue will be referred as lack of model “consistency” hereafter.148

The UCERF version 3 (UCERF v3) improved the consistency of the model, but it did not achieve full149

consistency (Field, 2015; Field et al., 2017).150

Other methodologies have used smoothed seismicity as spatiotemporal models of earthquake rup-151

tures (Zhuang et al., 2011). Smoothed seismicity models assume that the seismicity rates are the sum of152

two components: the background seismicity (often heterogeneous in space and stationary in time) and153

triggered events, e.g., aftershocks (Ogata, 1988; Frankel, 1995; Ogata, 1998; Rhoades and Evison, 2004;154

Marsan and Lengliné, 2008). Smoothed seismicity models are constructed through kernels, i.e., window155

functions, that capture variations of seismicity rates over large regions by smoothing the past earth-156

quake locations to infer the spatial distribution of future earthquakes. For example, existing smoothed157

seismicity models have been proposed to forecast worldwide earthquake rates as a function of location,158

magnitude, and focal mechanism (Kagan and Jackson, 2014, 2015). Recently, Helmstetter and Werner159

(2014) proposed a purely data-driven smoothed seismicity model incorporating such spatiotemporal in-160

teractions. The model fitted the seismicity data well and gave similar results to those obtained with other161

models such as the spatiotemporal epidemic-type aftershock sequence (ETAS) (Ogata, 1988, 1998). Be-162

cause the background seismicity is stationary in time, smoothed seismicity models do not account for163

interactions of mainshocks over time, and they only can account for triggered events, i.e., aftershocks.164

Therefore, very few probabilistic models have been able to capture space and time interactions of165

earthquake mainshocks. While the two previously described models by Lutz and Kiremidjian (1995) and166

Field et al. (2015) capture such interactions, these models have been challenging to calibrate due to their167

complexity and limited data. Such model complexities have introduced bias to the hazard predictions168

through the previously mentioned lack of model consistency in UCERF (Field et al., 2015). In this paper,169

we present an alternative earthquake occurrence model to these existing models that incorporates four170

important characteristics for rupture simulation. (1) The model captures space and time interactions171

of earthquake mainshocks. (2) The model assumed and simulated distributions of rupture interarrival172

times are shown to be consistent, in contrast to some other approaches such as the UCERF model. (3)173

The model uses a simple calibration technique to estimate the model parameters. (4) The model has an174

implicit physical interpretation compatible with modern earthquake rupture theories. The next sections175

describe the proposed model, parameter estimation techniques, and the physical interpretation of the176

model.177

PROBABILISTIC MODEL FORMULATION178

The model presented here is the 2-D extension of the 1-D probabilistic rupture model presented by Ce-179

ferino et al. (2017). The 1-D probabilistic model was built to assess the spatial and temporal interactions180

of earthquake mainshock occurrences. The proposed model is based on the fundamental premise of the181
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elastic rebound theory, which states that earthquakes are the result of cyclic processes characterized182

by accumulation of strain and stress over time in a tectonic fault that are released through earthquake183

ruptures. It follows from this theory that the likelihood of occurrence of new mainshock greatly decreases184

after the occurrence of such an event and grows as time since the last rupture increases. In faults, seismic185

activity includes earthquake sequences with aftershocks, foreshocks, and mainshocks clustered in short186

time windows (Shaw, 1993; Jones, 1994); however, because the aim of the model is to represent the elastic187

rebound theory and seismic gap effects during long timespans, the paper focuses on mainshocks, which188

are the events that release the largest amount of slip, energy, and strain in an earthquake sequence.189

Notation and representation of the fault and earthquake ruptures190

The model represents the surface of contact, i.e., fault interface, between tectonic plates as an area that191

is discretized into small sections, for example, Figure 1 shows a fault interface discretized into 15 sections.192

These sections represent the smallest rupture units, thus they define the lowest earthquake magnitude193

in the model. The model can represent earthquakes of different sizes in multiple locations of the fault.194

For instance, Figure 1 shows an earthquake that ruptures nine sections at the central portion of the195

fault. An earthquake can also rupture all the fault sections, which would trigger the largest earthquake196

magnitude in the model. The spatial and temporal interactions are confined to the extent of this surface197

area; therefore, its extent should be selected carefully so that it represents an area isolated from seismic198

activity in outer regions.199

Figure 1: Example of fault discretization with N = 15 small sections. The 9 shaded sections represent
the extent of an earthquake rupture on the fault at time t.

Similar to the 1-D version of the model (Ceferino et al., 2017), Xt is the rupture vector at year t,200

where Xt ∈ {0, 1}N . N is the total number of fault sections and t is the time index, which is defined201

to have time steps of one year. Each element of the vector Xt, shown in Figure 1, is denoted by Xt(j)202

and represents the rupture state of the j-th section of the fault. Xt(j) is equal to 1 if there is a rupture203

during year t and 0 otherwise, for j = 1, 2, · · · , N . Ruptures of multiple adjacent sections in a given year204

t are assumed to be generated by a single large earthquake event, and ruptures of non-adjacent sections205

in year t are assumed to be generated by multiple earthquake events. In addition, Tt is defined as the206

vector of the times since the last earthquake until year t for each section, where Tt ∈ NN . Tt(j) is the207

j-th element of the vector Tt corresponding to the time since the last earthquake in the j-th section,208

where j = 1, 2, · · ·N . Thus, at the next one-year time step: Tt+1(j) will either equal Tt(j) + 1 if there209

was no rupture in the j-th section during year t (i.e., Xt(j) = 0), or reset to one if there was a rupture210

(i.e. Xt(j) = 1). This relationship is represented in Equation 1.211

Tt+1(j) = (Tt(j))(1−Xt(j)) + 1 (1)

Model description212

The earthquake rupture Xt at time t conditioned on the time since the last rupture Tt is modeled as a213

multivariate Bernoulli distribution as shown in Equation 2. The parameters of the multivariate Bernoulli214

distribution are the rupture occurrence marginal probabilities defined by the vector pt and the rupture215

occurrence correlations defined by the covariance matrix Σ. The matrix Σ has size N × N and its216

elements are based on a spatial correlation model that is explained later in the paper. The vector pt217

has N elements pt(j), where pt(j) is function of the time since the last rupture Tt(j) at the j-th section.218

pt(j) can be estimated as in Equation 3, where τj is a random variable that represents the the rupture219

interarrival time of the j-th section. Note that pt(j) is a conditional probability over time of rupture220
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occurrence given that there were Tt(j) years without a rupture at the j-th section. Further, pt(j) is a221

marginal probability over space, and it does not depend on the years without ruptures in other sections.222

Then, pt(j) approximates to the annual rupture rate of the j-th section for small probability values.223

Xt|Tt ∼ Mutivariate Bernoulli(pt,Σ) (2)

pt(j) = P [Xt(j) = 1|Tt(j)] = P [τj ≤ Tt(j)|τj > Tt(j)− 1] =
P [Tt(j)− 1 < τj ≤ Tt(j)]

1− P [τj ≤ Tt(j)− 1]
(3)

The interarrival time τj is modeled as a Brownian passage-time (BPT) probability distribution, also224

known as Inverse Gaussian distribution. The model can also take other distributions (e.g., Lognormal225

Nishenko and Buland (1987), Gamma (Udias and Rice (1975)), Weibull (Hagiwara (1974))). The model226

extends the point-source version of the BPT distribution proposed by Matthews et al. (2002) by repre-227

senting multiple sections of a discretized tectonic fault through the correlated Bernoulli distribution of228

Equation 2. The BPT model has been widely used in research and applications (e.g. Time-dependent229

California seismic hazard by Field (2015)). Matthews et al. (2002) gives a comprehensive description of230

the analysis and applicability of this distribution for modeling earthquake rupture occurrence.231

The BPT probability density function (pdf) for τj is given in Equation 4. A comprehensive description232

of the statistical properties of the BPT distribution are provided in Tweedie (1957); Chhikara and233

Folks (1977). The BPT distribution is defined by the parameters µj (mean interarrival time) and234

αj (aperiodicity or coefficient of variation). The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the BPT235

distribution is given in Equation 5, where Φ is the standard normal CDF. Using Equations 3 and 5, pt(j)236

can be rewritten as in Equation 6. The case study presented in the next section provides descriptions of237

pt(j) and the BPT distribution.238

fτj (t) =
( µj

2παjt3

)1/2
exp
(
− (t− µj)2

2µjα2
j t

)
(4)

Fτj (t) = P [τj ≤ t] = Φ[u1(t)] + e2/α
2
j Φ[−u2(t)] (5a)

u1(t) = α−1
j [t1/2µ

−1/2
j − t−1/2µ

1/2
j ] (5b)

u2(t) = α−1
j [t1/2µ

−1/2
j + t−1/2µ

1/2
j ] (5c)

pt(j) =
(Φ[u1(Tt(j))]− Φ[u1(Tt(j)− 1)]) + e2/α

2
j (Φ[−u2(Tt(j))]− Φ[−u2(Tt(j)− 1])

1− (Φ[u1(Tt(j)− 1)] + e2/α
2
j Φ[−u2(Tt(j)− 1)])

(6)

The covariance matrix Σ contains rupture correlations ρi,j based on a spatial correlation model.239

Spatial rupture correlations are introduced represent the influence that a rupture at one section has on240

triggering a rupture on neighboring sections. In other words, it represents the spatial propagation effect241

of earthquake ruptures. The correlation is introduced through a correlogram function. Two correlogram242

functions are evaluated in this paper, the exponential and spherical correlograms. Their respective243

formulas are given by Equations 7 and 8. These functions output the correlation ρi,j of rupture occurrence244

Xt(i) and Xt(j) between the sections i and j at any time t. The correlation is considered constant over245

time. The exponential correlogram decays as a function of the distance dist(i, j) between the i-th and246

j-th sections, whereas the spherical correlogram decays as a function of the square of that normalized247

distance. The parameter γ defines the rate at which the correlation decays with distance.248

ρi,j = exp
(
− dist(i, j)

γ

)
(7)

ρi,j = exp
(
−
(dist(i, j)

γ

)2)
(8)

Approximation through Copula249

Given the probabilities pt(j) and correlations ρi,j of rupture occurrence, the annual rupture occurrence250

can be estimated using the correlated multivariate Bernoulli distribution. However, this distribution251

cannot be written in close-form solution, and therefore sampling from the “true” multivariate correlated252
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Bernoulli distribution becomes infeasible. To overcome this issue, the copula method is used, which253

provides an approximation to the multivariate Bernoulli (Jin et al., 2015). First, a vector Zt of normally254

distributed random variables is defined. The mean of Zt is a zero-valued vector, and the covariance255

is represented by the covariance matrix Σ of Xt|Tt, whose elements come from the correlogram either256

in Equation 7 or 8. Then, Xt(j) is obtained by evaluating whether Φ[Zt(j)] is smaller than pt(j)257

as in Equation 9, where Zt(j) is the j-th element of the vector Zt. Because the copula method is258

approximate, the final spatial correlations of rupture occurrence will be different from the correlation259

model in Equation 7 or 8. The case study in the paper shows the comparisons between the correlation260

values from the correlogram models in Equations 7 and 8 and the effective correlations resulting from261

simulations after applying the copulas method.262

Xt(j) = 1{Φ(Zt(j)) < pt(j)} (9)

Physical interpretation of the model263

The probability distribution of the rupture interarrival time defines the rupture process at each fault264

section. This model uses a BPT distribution for interarrival times because it has a direct underlying265

physical interpretation of the rupture process (Kagan and Knopoff, 1987). Matthews et al. (2002)266

described that the BPT distribution models the time of failure occurrence of a Brownian Relaxation267

Oscillator (BRO). Matthews et al. (2002) interpreted that the BRO behaves as an earthquake rupture268

process with a load that has two additive components: one represents an increasing load with constant269

rate, and the other represents a (random) Brownian perturbation. Each time the load hits a fixed270

threshold, it resets to initial conditions. The “load” in the BRO can represent the accumulated tectonic271

strain that is released after reaching a strain threshold or the accumulated tectonic shear stress that272

is released upon reaching a Coulomb stress threshold. Both interpretations represent the earthquake273

mechanics described in the elastic rebound theory. A direct implication of the BPT and BRO is that274

the stress gains and thus seismic gaps can increase the likelihood of rupture occurrence. Existing studies275

have found evidence supporting that stress gains increase the likelihood of earthquake occurrence; for276

example, Strader and Jackson (2014); Strader et al. (2015) observed that the accumulated static Coulomb277

stress can indicate future earthquake locations.278

Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of a BRO over 500 years. The load threshold was set to 100 load279

units, with a fixed rate of 1 load unit per year and a Brownian motion with standard deviation of 7. Each280

time the load reaches 100, it resets to 0. The rupture intearrival time (i.e., time difference between two281

consecutive threshold hitting times) of this BRO is distributed as a BPT with a µj of 100 years and a αj282

of 0.7. Similar values of µj and αj were found in the application presented later in this paper. A µj of283

100 years means that the BRO will reach the threshold on average every 100 years. The aperiodicity αj284

is directly related to the standard deviation (i.e., weight) of the random perturbation in the load path.285

A 0-valued aperiodicity would imply fully periodic rupture occurrences with constant interarrival times.286

Figure 2: Realization of a load path in Brownian motion for µ = 100 years and α = 0.7 (aperiodicity).
The load resets to zero each time it reaches the threshold shown in the dashed line. The load could have
units of tectonic stress or shear stress according to the BRO interpretations in Matthews et al. (2002).

The BRO and BPT represent the rupture cycle of each section of the fault, each of which has specific287

values of mean interarrival µj and aperiodicity αj . In the model, these BRO’s can reach failure simulta-288

neously triggering larger earthquakes (i.e., involving multiple sections). The spatial interactions among289
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the BROs at different sections are modeled through a spatial correlation law (e.g., exponential or spher-290

ical correlogram). The correlogram introduces an interaction among the stress paths and increases the291

likelihood of having several neighboring sections reach their respective stress thresholds simultaneously.292

Figure 3 shows a conceptual representation of three BRO stress paths. The sections can reach failure293

separately as shown at time t1 and t2, or fail simultaneously as at time t3. The correlation decays with294

distance in our model; therefore, sections that are at large distances have weak correlation with each295

other. This model feature can represent the process of rupture nucleation and propagation during large296

earthquakes since the rupture in one section of the fault can trigger the rupture of neighboring areas of297

the fault (Ellsworth and Beroza, 1995).298

Figure 3: Conceptual representation of stress paths and simultaneous ruptures.

Consistency of the model299

As previously mentioned, some probabilistic models that capture rupture interactions over space and time300

(e.g., UCERF v2 and UCERF v3) have what are referred to as “consistency” issues. This means that301

there is a mismatch between the assumed probability distribution of earthquake interarrival time and the302

resultant distribution from the simulation of earthquake ruptures on a fault (see Field and Gupta (2008);303

Field (2015)). The proposed model preserves the probability distribution of earthquake interarrival time304

at each section of the fault after including the spatial rupture interactions. The theoretical proof of this305

is provided in Appendix A, and the demonstration through simulation is shown later in the case study.306

Parameter Estimation307

The model has 2N + 1 parameters: two for the BPT at each section (µj and αj) and one for the308

correlogram (γ). Performing maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) over all the parameters requires309

constructing the expression for the joint likelihood of observing the rupture history at all sections of310

the fault and maximizing this expression to find the parameters’ values. Because these procedures are311

complex, in this paper a simpler approach for parameter estimation is proposed. Instead of performing312

MLE over the 2N + 1 parameters of the model, the approach is to 1) use MLE to estimate µj and αj at313

each section separately, and then 2) calibrate γ in order to match the magnitude exceedance rates and314

the spatial distribution of the average seismic moment release from historical data. This procedure will315

be further shown in the case study. Ceferino et al. (2018, 2020) provide additional methods for estimating316

the model parameters that use MLE and Bayesian updating. Such methods are based on a formulation317

of the likelihood function of the model, a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) implementation, and318

an expansion of the earthquake dataset by leveraging synthetic, physics-based generated earthquake319

catalogs.320

Tweedie (1957) showed that the MLE estimators of µj and the variance σ2
j can be calculated as in321

Equations 10 and 11, respectively, where τjk are the random samples of interarrival time τj1, τj2, . . . , τjn322

in the j-th section, and n is the total number of samples. Then, α̂j can be estimated as σ̂j/µ̂j . In case323

the number of samples is small, n can be replaced by n− 1 in Equation 11.324
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µ̂j =
1

n

n∑
k=1

τjk (10)

σ̂2
j =

1

n

n∑
k=1

( µ̂3
j

τjk
− µ̂2

j

)
(11)

MLE at individual sections can be improved by incorporating in its log-likelihood function the ob-325

served intervals without earthquakes at the beginning and end of the catalog, similarly to Equation 51326

by Zhuang et al. (2012).327

MODEL APPLICATION TO THE OCCURRENCE OF LARGE328

INTERFACE EARTHQUAKES NEAR LIMA, PERU329

The model presented in this paper is used to analyze the rupture occurrence of large earthquakes and330

the associated seismic hazard at the interface (i.e., inter-slab region) of the subduction zone along the331

Coast of Lima, Peru. The interface surface is the contact area between the South American and Nazca332

Plates. Figure 4 shows the trench of the subduction zone parallel to the coastline. A detailed description333

of the tectonic features of this zone can be found in Villegas-Lanza et al. (2016).334

Figure 4: Subduction zone between the Nazca and South American plates. The line parallel to the
coastline shows the fault trench, the black quadrilateral shows the region of study subdivided into eight
sections, and the four enclosed areas show four earthquake rupture areas of past earthquakes with the
year indicated in each area.

Earthquake data335

Rupture data of large earthquakes occurring at the interface of the South American and Nazca Plates336

are used in this application. The geographic extent of the analysis includes the subduction zone region337

between the Nazca Ridge (South) and the Mendaña Fracture (North). No previous earthquake has338

ruptured through these boundaries, and geodetic data shows that there is creeping at these boundaries,339

i.e., slip locking is negligible (Villegas-Lanza et al., 2016). Therefore, we considered that this geographic340

extent of the subduction zone is isolated from seismic activity in outer areas. The region of analysis341

is shown by the large quadrilateral in Figure 4. The length along the strike direction is approximately342
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650 km, and the average width along the dip direction is 190 km. This region was divided into eight343

sections along the strike direction so that the rupture of an individual section represents an earthquake344

of magnitude 7.5, the minimum magnitude that the model can represent in this application. Because345

the region was not subdivided along the dip direction, this application can be considered a 1-D case of346

the proposed 2-D model.347

Figure 4 shows the boundaries between the sections with dashed lines, where each section has a348

length of approximately 81.3 km. Earthquake data for the region were collected from previous studies.349

The data contain the last 450 years of seismic activity and include the year of occurrence, the rupture350

location, and dimensions of earthquake events with magnitude larger than 7.5. Lower magnitudes were351

incomplete or unavailable for the 450 years, and therefore, they were not included in the analysis. Only352

interface events were included in the dataset.353

The interseismic times between ruptures in different regions of the fault are the key information to354

calibrate the model. As described earlier, the proposed model represents temporal and spatial interactions355

of earthquake mainshocks. Accordingly, all the events in our catalog are mainshocks. Dorbath et al.356

(1990) estimated ruptures dimensions, locations, and magnitudes of earthquake mainshocks based on357

a collection of damage descriptions and isoseismal maps. The estimates in Dorbath et al. (1990) were358

used for earthquakes that occurred before 1940, prior to the installation of seismic recording stations.359

Data about earthquake mainshocks occurring after 1940 were collected from different sources, including360

(1) the rupture areas and locations of the 1940 and 1966 earthquakes estimated by Kelleher (1972), (2)361

the magnitudes of the 1940 and 1966 earthquakes estimated by Kanamori (1977), and (3) the rupture362

dimensions, locations, and magnitudes of the 1974 and 2007 earthquakes estimated by Langer and Spence363

(1995), and Chlieh et al. (2011), respectively. The geographic data of the earthquake rupture set were364

georeferenced and compiled in a geographic information system (GIS) file and are in a link in the Data365

and Resources section. Figure 4 shows the rupture areas of the 1966, 1940, 1974, and 2007 earthquakes.366

Table 1 shows list of total earthquakes and corresponding magnitudes in the historical catalog.367

The information about the earthquake mainshocks in the study region was gathered from existing368

studies. However, applications of the proposed model to other tectonic faults might require to decluster369

the catalog in order to isolate the earthquake mainshocks from the aftershocks. Existing declustering370

methods can be used for this purpose, e.g., Gardner and Knopoff (1974); Reasenberg (1985); Marsan and371

Lengliné (2008). Additionally, our catalog did not have complex earthquake sequences such as doublets:372

two closely located mainshocks that occur with minutes to weeks of temporal separation (Kagan and373

Jackson, 1999). Yet, applications to other tectonic faults might encounter such events, for example, the374

New Guinea trench off the coast of Indonesia had an earthquake doublet in 2009 with magnitudes of 7.6375

and 7.4 occurring three hours apart from each other (Poiata et al., 2010). Because the proposed model376

aims to represent seismic gap effects during long timespans rather than this short-tterm complex rupture377

behavior, for modeling purposes, we suggest lumping earthquake doublets into one larger earthquake378

with equivalent aggregated moment release and rupture area. As a result, interseismic times will not be379

shorter than the proposed temporal resolution of 1 year and the long-term energy releases in the plate380

still will be captured by the model.381

Table 1: Magnitude and occurrence year of historical earthquakes in the last 450 years.

Mw Year Mw Year
8.1 1586 8.6 1746
7.5 1664 8.2 1940
7.85 1678 8.1 1966
8.4 1687 8.1 1974
7.5 1725 8.0 2007

The tectonic region in our case study was divided into sections with spatial dimensions that are able382

to generate the minimum earthquake magnitude in the catalog, which is 7.5 (Table 1). This earthquake383

magnitude has a rupture length of approximately 81 km according to the scaling law proposed by Strasser384

et al. (2010). Because the region has approximately 650 km along the strike direction, it was divided385

into eight sections of equal length along this direction as shown in Figure 4. Coarser subdivisions of the386

tectonic plate would not allow the model to reproduce the rupture area corresponding to the minimum387

magnitude. In contrast, finer subdivisions would enable the model to represent smaller rupture areas,388

and thus lower earthquake magnitudes. Additionally, finer subdivisions would enable the model to better389

capture the location of earthquake occurrence. However, the available data are sparse and limited to390
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magnitudes larger than 7.5, therefore, the data are not suitable for performing further reductions on391

fault section dimensions. Thus, we recommend that model implementations utilize fault section sizes392

corresponding to the rupture area of the minimum magnitude in the historical catalog of interest.393

The ruptures were projected along the trench of the subduction zone, allowing this case study to be394

represented in one dimension. Figure 5a shows the rupture projections along the strike direction over395

time from South to North. The rupture lines were discretized and associated to individual sections of396

the fault. Rupture segments smaller than half of the sections’ lengths were considered negligible. The397

resultant rupture lengths are shown in Figure 5b. Table 2 summarizes the 450-year catalog and shows398

the interarrival times and the time since the last rupture at each section of the fault.399

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Projections of earthquake ruptures to the trench of the subduction zones over time: (a)
estimated rupture lengths, (b) discretized rupture lengths.

Parameter estimation400

The 450-year catalog was used to estimate the 17 parameters of the model (i.e., µj and αj in each section401

and γ). As described previously, the parameter estimation is performed in a two-step process. First,402

the BPT parameters µj and αj at each section are evaluated, and then, the correlation parameter is403

estimated. Other techniques for parameter estimation can be found in Ceferino et al. (2020), and a404

comparison of the effect of the parameter estimation technique selection on the seismic hazard can be405

found in Ceferino et al. (2018).406

Parameter estimation for individual sections407

The parameters µj and αj are estimated at each fault section separately using Equations 10 and 11.408

Table 2 shows the estimated µj and αj in each section. Because the sparsity of the data did not allowed409

a more reliable parameter estimation, two adjustments to the estimated parameters were made. The first410

adjustment was to the estimates of aperiodicity αj (i.e., coefficient of variation) in sections 2, 6, and 8 of411

the fault. The estimates of aperiodicity α2, α6 and α8 were considered unreliable since they were large412

compared to the aperiodicity in other sections and were particularly more sensitive to the data sparsity413

of our case study. Therefore, a value of 0.7 was assigned to the αj of these three sections since 0.7 is414

closer to the values found in sections with more data points and is also closer to Bayesian estimates in415

a similar case study in the region (Ceferino et al., 2018). The second adjustment was to the estimates416

in section 1. The µ1 and α1 values of section 1 were assumed to be equal to those of section 2 because417

there were not enough data points in section 1 to perform parameter estimation.418

Figure 6a shows the BPT distribution in black for sections 4 and 5 using the values of µj and αj ,419

calculated previously. Because all the ruptures in sections 4 and 5 occurred due to the same earthquake420

events, the interarrival data and the estimated parameters µj and αj are the same for both sections. In421

addition, Figure 6a shows an exponential distribution with the equivalent mean of interarrival time. The422

exponential distributions of interarrival time are derived from the Poisson model and are used to model423

time-independent earthquake hazard. The graph shows that that the exponential distribution has higher424
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Table 2: Earthquake data and estimated parameters for all sections using Equations 10 and
11 for MLE at individual sections.

Section labels
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Last rupture occ. (year) 2007 2007 1974 1974 1974 1966 1966 1966
Interarrival times (years) 320 320 228 34 34 26 220 220

23 59 194 194 194 68 21
101 59 59 47

101 101

µ (years) (MLE) (?) 172 129 97 97 110 144 96
α (MLE) (?) 1.73(?) 0.59 0.70 0.70 1.18(?) 0.62 1.16(?)

? Note that for simulation with the earthquake model, a further adjustment to the pa-
rameters was conducted in sections with little data or sensitive estimates. α2, α6 and α8

were set to 0.7, and µ1 and α1 were set equal to µ2 and α2.

probability of small interarrival times than the BPT distribution. The time-independent exponential425

model will be used later in the paper to provide comparisons with the presented model.426

Figure 6b shows the annual rupture probability pt(j), as a function of Tt(j), and the number of years427

since the last rupture at the j-th section, for fault sections 4 and 5 using the BPT and exponential428

interarrival time models. pt(j) was defined as the probability of occurrence of an event in the next429

one-year time increment given that there were Tt(j) years without an earthquake in the section. Thus,430

pt(j) is equivalent to the definition of earthquake occurrence hazard rate for time increments of one year.431

Figure 6 shows that pt(j) starts from 0, increases up to a maximum point, and then flattens out in all432

the sections of the fault. Chhikara and Folks (1977) proved mathematically that for any value of µj and433

αj , the rate pt(j) starts at 0, increases to a maximum value, and then decreases until reaching a constant434

asymptotic level. The BPT implies that an earthquake rupture at the j-th section immediately unloads435

all the stress at the corresponding location since the failure rate decreases to 0 after an event. In the BPT436

model, the earthquake occurrence probability saturates to a constant value after a long seismic gap. This437

saturation suggests that, after a long period of time, all the additional tectonic stress is released through438

creep or other means so that the hazard rate is not increased (Matthews et al., 2002). Although such439

a saturation has not been corroborated from empirical observations, it remains a major consequence of440

the BPT model. Figure 6b also shows the time-independent rupture probability rates resulting from the441

equivalent exponential pdf shown in Figure 6a. It can be seen that after an earthquake, the BPT rates442

start estimating rupture probabilities below the time-independent estimation. Then, because the time-443

independent rate remains constant over time, the BPT rates increase to higher probability levels. This444

feature is key to explaining the differences between thee time-dependent and independent estimations of445

seismic hazard in Lima.446

(a) (b)

Figure 6: BPT in sections 4 and 5 in black and exponential with equivalent mean in lighter color: (a)
probability density function, (b) hazard rate.
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Parameter estimation for the correlogram447

The parameter γ is calibrated for the exponential and the spherical correlation models. Multiple re-448

alizations of rupture occurrence were sampled using different values of γ. In this calibration, rupture449

occurrences in a time horizon of 500,000 years were analyzed. The earthquake ruptures were simulated450

for each year in the time horizon in a sequential manner using Equation 2. The simulation starts at451

the year 2018 based on the numbers of years since the last rupture at each section as indicated by the452

historical catalog in Figure 5. At each year in the simulation, the years since the last rupture at each453

section were adjusted according to the generated earthquakes in the simulation.454

The scaling equations for interface subduction-zone earthquakes, proposed by Strasser et al. (2010),455

were used to relate the rupture length in the sections to earthquake magnitude. Although the rupture456

length to magnitude relationship was treated as deterministic, the uncertainty in this relationship can be457

incorporated in the model. The model can generate a maximum earthquake magnitude of 8.8 as a result458

of the simultaneous rupture of all the sections (i.e., rupture length of 650 km). The annual magnitude459

exceedance rates and the average annual seismic moment release were calculated using these realizations460

for multiple values of γ. Additionally, magnitude exceedance rates and seismic moment releases were461

computed using the 10 earthquakes in the historical catalog in Figure 5. The γ values that generated462

occurrences closely matching the results from the historical data were selected. The scripts used for the463

calibration procedure are provided in a link the Data and Resources section.464

The exponential correlation model in Equation 7 was tested using multiple γ values. This paper465

describes the results for γ values equal to 600, 900, 1,200, 1,500, and 1,800 km. Figure 7a shows a466

snapshot of the first 1,500 years of rupture simulation for γ equal to 1,200 km. The horizontal axis467

represents the years of earthquake occurrence, and the vertical axis represents the distance along the468

strike direction form South to North. The past earthquake observations are shown in black, and the469

simulated ruptures are shown in a lighter color. In the 500,000-year simulation, we observed a few years470

with simulated ruptures involving non-contiguous fault sections. Because non-contiguous sections are471

separated by at least 81.3 km, i.e., sections’ length, such ruptures were treated as different mainshocks472

occurring at the given year.473

(a) (b)

Figure 7: 1500-year rupture simulation (γ values are in km): (a) exponential correlogram, (b) spherical
correlogram.

Figure 8a shows the exponential correlogram for the five values of γ. The graph shows the distance474

between the sections in the horizontal axis and the correlation between two sections in the vertical475

axis. The correlation starts at 1 when the distance is 0 km, and it decreases as a function of distance.476

Larger values of γ correspond to slower decreases of the correlation at large distances. Note that the477

correlogram is used to model the correlation on the Zt vector (from the copulas approximation) and478

not the correlation on the Xt rupture vector. Therefore, the exponential correlogram does not match479

the correlations on Xt. In this paper, the correlations on Zt are referred to as “apparent” correlations,480

whereas the correlations on Xt are referred to as “effective” correlations.481

To analyze the effective correlations, the rupture correlations of section Xt(1) with each of the other482

sections were calculated using the 500,000-year simulations. The effective correlations are also shown in483

Figure 8a for each of the γ values. The contrast between the apparent and effective correlation show484

that the copula method reduces the correlation values from the correlogram. Although the difference485

between the apparent and effective values of correlation does not change the selection of the γ value,486

it is important to note that the final rupture correlations introduced to the model are smaller than the487

values of the exponential correlogram. Additionally, Figure 8a shows the rupture correlations of Xt(1)488

with other sections estimated from the earthquakes in the historical catalog. The comparison shows that489

for short distances (less than 150 km), the effective correlations in the exponential model are lower than490

the correlation found with data. The comparison also shows that for long distances (more than 300 km),491
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the correlations found from data decay faster than the effective correlations with the exponential model.492

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Apparent (A), effective (E), and data-driven (Historical) correlations using different γ values
(in parenthesis in km): (a) exponential correlogram, (b) spherical correlogram.

The lines in Figure 9a depict the annual magnitude exceedance rates resulting from the 500,000 years493

of rupture simulation using the exponential correlogram with the five γ values shown in Figure 8a. Figure494

9a also shows the magnitude exceedance rates from the earthquake catalog. The results of the five γ495

values show a good match to the exceedance rates from the data for magnitudes between 7.5 and 8.4.496

The model outputs fast-decreasing rates for larger magnitudes. As mentioned previously, the maximum497

magnitude was considered to be 8.8 as the result of a rupture over the eight fault sections. The catalog498

has only one earthquake larger than 8.4 (i.e., only the 1746 Mw 8.6 earthquake). Therefore, conclusive499

comparisons of empirical Mw rates with the model beyond Mw 8.4 are not possible. Larger values of γ500

increase the rates of large earthquakes because high γ values generate stronger effective correlations and501

therefore higher likelihood of rupturing multiple sections simultaneously.502

Figure 9b depicts the average yearly release of seismic moment in the sections of the fault for the503

five values of γ. The average release obtained from the earthquake data is shown by the solid black line.504

Higher γ’s had larger associated average moment release because γ makes more likely the occurrence of505

larger earthquakes. Though the rates from all different values of γ gave comparable results, γ equal to506

1,200 km gave the best match.507

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Model benchmark for different exponential correlograms: (a) Magnitude exceedance rates, (b)
Average seismic moment (Nm/year).

The spherical correlation model in Equation 8 was also tested using multiple γ values. This paper508

shows the results for γ values equal to 350, 400, 450, 500, and 550 km because they provided good match509

to earthquake data. Figure 7a shows a snapshot of the first 1,500 years of rupture simulation for γ equal510

to 450 km. We also observed that a few ruptures involved non-contiguous sections in the 500,00-year511

simulation, however, such ruptures were less frequently than with the exponential model because the512
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spherical model has spatial rupture correlations that decay faster for large distances.513

Figure 8b shows the spherical correlation model for the five γ values. Larger values of γ correspond to514

higher values of correlation. These spherical correlations are slightly higher at short distances than the515

exponential correlations but lower for long distances (starting from around 150 to 200 km). Similar to516

the case of the exponential correlogram, the spherical correlogram does not show the effective correlation517

values of the rupture vector because the copulas method is used. The effective correlations of the rupture518

in section Xt(1) and the ruptures in each of the other sections were calculated from the 500,000-year519

simulation, and they are shown in Figure 8b. The effective correlations from the spherical correlogram520

are also slightly higher for short distances than the ones from the exponential correlogram, but they521

are lower for long distances. The spatial correlations found with the historical catalog match better the522

effective correlations from the spherical correlogram for both short and long distances than the ones from523

the exponential correlogram. However, historical catalogs with longer durations are needed to find the524

empirical spatial correlations more robustly and support the selection of a particular correlation model.525

Figure 10a depicts the annual exceedance rates resulting from the 500,000-year simulation with the526

spherical correlogram using the five γ values shown in Figure 8b. The black dots show the exceedance527

rates corresponding to the earthquake catalog. All the five γ values also show a good match to the528

exceedance rates from the data for magnitudes between 7.5 and 8.4. The annual rates for large magnitudes529

saturate at a faster rate than when using the exponential correlogram because the spherical correlogram530

only sustains smaller effective correlations at large distances, as shown in Figure 8.531

Figure 10b shows the average annual release of seismic moment for the five values of γ. The black,532

solid line represents the average release obtained from the earthquake data. There is a direct relation533

between larger values of γ and larger releases of seismic moment. A γ equal to 450 km gave the results534

that best approximate the moments obtained from the earthquake data.535

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Model benchmark for different spherical correlograms: (a) Magnitude exceedance rates, (b)
Average seismic moment (Nm/year)

In summary, both the exponential and spherical correlograms closely match both the magnitude536

exceedance rates and the annual seismic moment, however, the spherical correlogram performs better537

at matching the empirical rupture correlations. The best fit to the seismic data with the exponential538

correlogram was achieved with a γ value of 1,400 km, and the best fit to the data with the spherical539

correlogram was achieved with a γ value of 450 km.540

Model consistency through simulation541

The model was next tested for consistency. For the model to be consistent, the initially assumed BPT542

distribution at each section should match the interarrival distribution resulting from the simulation543

process, after including the spatial interactions among multiple sections. The mathematical proof of544

model consistency is provided in Appendix A. Here, the distribution of interarrival times from simulation545

showing consistency in section 4 with γ equal to 450 km is displayed in Figure 11. Similar plots showing546

consistency for all other sections and for a wide range of γ values can be found in the Data and Resources547

section. The back curve shows the initial BPT as defined in section 4 (i.e., µ4 = 97 and α4 = 0.7), and548

the bars depict the normalized histogram of rupture interarrivals resulting from the 500,000 years of549

simulation. The 5,064 ruptures occurred in section 4 during the simulation. As the plot shows, the550
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simulation confirms that the histogram approaches the initial BPT distribution of section 4. The same551

procedure was applied to the other fault sections, and the results confirm that the histograms approached552

the respective BPT distributions in all the other fault sections. Therefore, the simulations demonstrate553

that the model has consistency.554

Figure 11: Demonstration of model consistency through simulation. BPT pdf in section 4: Initially
assumed vs. simulation after including spatial interactions. In this simulation, the correlation length γ
450 km.

Statistical Performance of the Model555

The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to evaluate the ability of the proposed model to556

reproduce space and time interactions of large earthquakes. AIC is an estimator that measures the557

relative quality of statistical models to represent the process that generate data (Akaike, 1974). The558

AIC value is estimated as shown in Equation 12, where p is the number of parameters in the model, and559

L̂ is the likelihood of observing a dataset according to a given statistical model.560

AIC = 2p− 2ln(L̂) (12)

Statistical models with lower AIC values are preferred over models with higher values because the561

former increase the likelihood of reproducing a dataset with fewer model parameters. This trade-off562

between goodness of fit and model simplicity balances the risks of overfitting and underfitting data563

(Bozdogan, 1987).564

We use AIC to evaluate whether the proposed model is more suitable than a simplified model to565

reproduce the earthquake data in Peru. For comparison purposes, we constructed the simplified model566

by incorporating time interactions but not space interactions. The simplified model uses a single BPT567

distribution to evaluate earthquake interarrival times thorugh the entire fault in Figure 4. In contrast568

to the proposed model, which has N sets of parameters µj and αj to capture interarrival times, the569

simplified model has only a single set of parameters µ and α. Additionally, the simplified model uses an570

double-truncated exponential magnitude distribution parametrized by β (Utsu, 1969; Cosentino et al.,571

1977), with 7.5 and 8.8 as minimum and maximum magnitudes in the fault, which are the magnitude572

bounds of our proposed model. Finally, the simplified model assumes that earthquake locations have a573

uniform distribution through the entire fault. Thus, only 3 parameters define the simplified model: µ, α574

and β.575

The parameters µ and α of the simplified model were estimated using the data points from Table576

1 and the Equations 10 and 11. The magnitude distribution parameter β was estimated according to577

Cosentino et al. (1977). Because the earthquake location distribution is uniform over the fault, it did578

not required further calibration.579

The proposed model has 17 parameters in our case study. The parameters µj and αj at each fault580

section were taken from the previous calibration. The parameter γ for the exponential correlogram was581

set to 1200 km, whereas γ was set to 500 km for the spherical correlogram because they fitted well the582

earthquake data (Figure 9 and 10).583
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Next, we evaluated the AIC values for three models: the simplified model and the proposed model584

with exponential and spherical correlograms. The likelihood functions L̂ for each model are formulated585

in Appendix B. The final AIC values are shown in Table 3. These results show that the proposed model586

with either the exponential or the spherical correlogram performs better than the simplified model.587

Even though our model has more parameters than the simplified model, it increases significantly the588

probability of observing earthquake data, balancing the risk of overfitting and effectively incorporating589

space-time interactions that the simplified model does not capture. The AIC values also show that590

proposed model with spherical correlogram performs better than with the exponential correlogram.591

Because the exponential correlogram sustains higher correlations at longer distances than the spherical592

correlogram, these AIC values indicate that the earthquake data are better represented by a faster decay593

in the rupture correlations, with effective correlations rapidly decreasing below 0.4 for distances larger594

than 200 km (Figure 8).595

Table 3: AIC values for different probabilistic earthquake models. Lower AIC values indicate better
model performance.

Model AIC
Simplified model 235
Proposed with exponential correlogram 208
Proposed with spherical correlogram 198

Comparison of time-dependent and independent hazards596

This model was also used to estimate the time-dependent seismic hazard in the region and to compare597

the results with the time-independent seismic hazard. The spherical correlogram was utilized because598

it performed better than the exponential correlogram in the AIC test, and γ equal to 450 km was used599

because it matched well the annual exceedance rates and seismic moment releases of the earthquake600

data, as stated previously. The hazard analysis includes only the contribution of magnitudes larger601

than 7.5 in the tectonic region. The extent of the simulated earthquake areas was taken from the area602

covered by all the fault sections the each simulated earthquake ruptures (Figure 1). Abrahamson et al.603

(2016) developed a ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) for interface earthquakes in subduction604

zones. This GMPE was used to estimate peak ground accelerations (PGA) in the region. The hazard605

was calculated using OpenQuake software (Silva et al., 2014), assuming a soil type B (Vs30 = 760 m/s)606

through the entire region of analysis.607

The time-independent hazard was estimated using a double-truncated exponential fitted according608

to Cosentino et al. (1977). As mentioned previously, the minimum Mw was taken as 7.5, and the609

maximum as 8.8, which is equivalent to the rupture of all the eight sections in the fault. Additionally,610

the probabilities of earthquake occurrence were considered uniform over the tectonic region of analysis,611

which is represented by the in black polygon in Figure 12. Figure 12a shows the time-independent612

probabilities of exceeding 0.4g of PGA in 30 years. Two features are notable from the graph. First,613

the hazard decreases with distance from the tectonic region because the ground shaking attenuates with614

distance from the rupture. Second, the time-independent seismic hazard close to the mid zone of the615

tectonic region is larger than the hazard close to the northern and southern boundaries. Site locations616

near the middle of the fault zone are exposed to larger number of events than those near the ends of the617

fault. The mid zone is exposed to strong shaking from mid- and large-size earthquakes that originate618

at both the northern and southern boundaries, whereas, say, the southern end of the fault is exposed to619

weak shaking from earthquakes originating at the northern end.620

To estimate the time-dependent hazard, a Monte-Carlo simulation was performed on the proposed621

model. The probabilities of earthquake occurrence during the next 30 years were estimated by analyzing622

every feasible rupture in sections of the fault model. Because the fault model has eight sections, there623

are 36 feasible earthquake ruptures: eight events rupturing single sections, seven rupturing two adjacent624

sections, six rupturing three adjacent sections, and so on. In general, the number of feasible earthquakes625

can be estimated as N×(N+1)/2. For each feasible earthquake, the shaking distribution was calculated626

according to the GMPE by Abrahamson et al. (2016). The probabilities of exceeding a PGA of 0.4g627

during the next 30 years (from 2018 to 2047) were estimated over the region using both the probabilities628

of earthquake occurrence from the Monte Carlo simulation and the respective shaking distributions.629
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Figure 12b shows the ratio between the resulting time-dependent probabilities and those from the630

time-independent analysis in Figure 12a. In most of the central and northern regions, the time-dependent631

analysis results in similar hazard predictions (± 25%) to the time-independent hazard. Between 2018 and632

2047, most fault sections in the central and northern regions will reach interarrival times with rupture633

rates that are similar to the corresponding time-independent exponential distributions (see Figure 6b),634

leading to such similar hazard predictions. However, in the southern region, the time-independent635

analysis significantly overestimates the time-dependent hazard predictions by a factor of 4. Such a636

large overestimation stems from the fact that, unlike the time-independent analysis, the proposed model637

successfully incorporates in the analysis the recent release of stress, strain and energy caused by the 2007638

earthquake, which ruptured the two southernmost fault sections. As shown in Figure 6b, the sections reset639

their probability of rupture immediately after an earthquake in the time-dependent analysis, whereas640

such a probability remains constant in the time-independent analysis.641

To assess the effect of the seismic gaps on the hazard, the probability of exceeding a PGA of 0.4g642

from 2048 to 2077 was calculated with the assumption that the seismic gap is extended for 30 years. This643

assessment is equivalent to a what-if analysis that assumes that there will no be earthquake occurrences644

from 2018 to 2047 in the tectonic region. Figure 12c shows the ratio between these time-dependent645

probabilities and those from the time-independent analysis. The comparison between Figures 12b and646

12c shows how the hazard grows as the “seismic gap” increases. In the northern zone, the time-dependent647

hazard is larger than the time-independent hazard as a result of the stress and strain accumulation during648

the additional 30-year seismic gap. The increase in the hazard in the whole fault is driven by the increase649

of rupture probability in each individual sections. Once the rupture probabilities of the sections exceed650

the one of the exponential, as shown in Figure 6b, the time-dependent hazard of the tectonic fault system651

will start exceeding the time-independent hazard.652

Figure 12d shows the ratio of time-dependent to independent hazard probabilities after including ad-653

ditional 30 years of seismic gap (i.e., the hazard is calculated from 2078 to 2107 assuming no earthquakes654

from 2018 to 2077). It can be seen that the hazard keeps increasing in the region. The northern region655

reaches hazard estimates 25% to 75% larger than those predicted with the time-independent analysis.656

Because of the BPT distribution, the probabilities of rupture occurrence at individual sections reach a657

constant plateau after long seismic gaps. After including the additional 30 years of seismic gap, most of658

the sections were close to their respective plateaus. For example, sections 4 and 5 were analyzed in the659

time interval between 104 and 134 years because the last rupture in those sections was in 1974. Figure 6b660

shows that the rupture probability is practically the same in this time interval. Most of the sections are661

close to their respective plateaus; therefore, the regional hazard shown in Figure 12d is approximately662

at the plateau of the time-dependent hazard in the region.663

CONCLUSIONS664

This paper presented a novel probabilistic formulation for modeling the space and time interactions of665

earthquake mainshocks in tectonic faults. The formulation (1) idealizes a tectonic fault area as a two-666

dimensional surface, (2) discretizes the surface into small sections, and (3) models rupture occurrence667

of the section system as a correlated, multivariate Bernoulli process. The formulation models rupture668

occurrence of individual sections as Brownian passage-time (BPT) distributions, which are able to capture669

time-dependency of rupture occurrence (i.e., longer seismic gaps can increase the likelihood of rupture670

occurrence). Correlation models were also introduced to represent spatial interdependencies of rupture671

occurrences among the section of the fault, which captures the process of earthquake nucleation and672

rupture propagation among neighboring sections of the fault.673

The model presented here is a suitable alternative for estimating seismic hazard to both probabilistic674

and physics-based existing models. Although physics-based models successfully capture complex features675

of rupture behavior, the uncertainty in the model parameters and the heavy computational demands676

make these models difficult to implement in full seismic hazard calculations. In contrast, while current677

probabilistic models do not capture as many complex features of rupture behavior, their simplicity678

and smaller computation times make them attractive for seismic hazard analysis. Thus, the proposed679

formulation is probabilistic and advances other existing probabilistic methods because it (1) captures680

time and space interactions of mainshocks, (2) preserves the marginal distribution of interarrival times681

after including the spatial rupture interaction in multiple sections, i.e., model consistency, and (3) has682

an implicit physical interpretation consistent with current modern earthquake rupture behavior theories.683

This paper has provided both a mathematical proof and demonstration through simulation for model684

consistency, as well as a simple approach for parameter estimation.685
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: Comparison of P[PGA>0.4g] during 30 years: (a) time independent, (b), time dependent
from 2018 to 2047 (c) time dependent with 30 extra years of seismic gap, (d) time dependent with 60
extra years of seismic gap.
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A case study demonstrating the applicability of the model presented here has also been provided.686

The study evaluated the rupture occurrence of large interface earthquakes in the subduction zone along687

the Coast of Lima, Peru. The historical catalog in this region contains earthquakes with magnitudes688

larger than 7.5 that occurred during the last 450 years in the region. Multiple parameters were tested689

to calibrate exponential and spherical correlograms to the historical catalog. The spherical correlogram690

performed better at reproducing the rupture correlations found in the historical catalog. However, the691

results show that both correlograms can be successfully adjusted to replicate fairly well the annual692

exceedance rates of magnitude occurrence and the spatial variations of average seismic moment release.693

The suitability of the proposed model to represent the space and time interactions of earthquakes694

was evaluated through the AIC method. The proposed model was compared to a simplified model that695

is able to capture time interactions of earthquakes but not space interactions. Though the proposed696

model is more complex than the simplified model, the AIC results demonstrate that our model performs697

statistically better than the simplified model, increasing the likelihood of representing earthquake data698

and balancing the risk of model overfitting. Additional AIC results showed that the proposed model699

performs statistically better with the spherical correlogram than with the exponential correlogram.700

The model was also used to calculate time-dependent seismic hazard resulting from the large ruptures701

in the earthquake data. The probability of peak ground accelerations (PGA) larger than 0.4g during702

the next 30 years was estimated in the region. The results demonstrate that the proposed model was703

able to capture the spatial and temporal variations of earthquake occurrence stemming from the different704

mean interarrival times in the fault sections and the locations of recent earthquakes. In the application to705

Lima, the proposed model predicts similar hazard estimates (± 25%) to the Poissonian time-independent706

analysis in the mid and northern regions. However, in the southern region, where a recent earthquake707

occurred, the seismic hazard was reduced to up to a fourth of the time-independent hazard, demonstrating708

that the proposed model successfully captures seismic gap effects. Additional results showed that if no709

large earthquake occurs in the fault during the next 30 years, the time-dependent seismic hazard will710

exceed the time-independent hazard in most of the region.711

Data and Resources712

The data and resources in this paper was subdivided in three folders in this link https://purl.713

stanford.edu/fk828tc8567. In the first folder, “Previous ruptures in GIS”, the rupture areas of the714

earthquakes in 1940, 1966, 1974, and 2007 are provided in a GIS format. The boundaries of the tectonic715

region of analysis shown in black in Figure 4 are also provided in GIS format. In the second folder716

“Scripts”, Matlab scripts to reproduce the rupture simulation are provided. In the third folder “Consis-717

tency Simulation”, the file with six figures showing the consistency of the model in all fault sections for718

the spherical correlogram with six different γ values can be found.719
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Appendixes905

A Proof of consistency of the model906

The proof for model consistency is provided here. Consistency is shown by demonstrating that the907

interarrival time preserves its initial BPT distribution at any section when the model spatial interactions908

are included. It will be shown that the CDF of the BPT distribution will be preserved at each integer909

year because the model was also presented for discrete year-based time intervals. A similar proof can910

be derived for any other time intervals. Without loss of generality, it is considered that the j-th section911

experienced a rupture at year t = 0 (i.e., X0(j) = 1). The next interarrival time τj will be smaller than912

Y years if and only if there is at least one rupture in the section during the following Y years. This913

event set is equivalent to the union of events consisting of having the next first rupture at each possible914

year between 1 and Y (i.e., Xt(j) = 1, Xt−1(j) = 0, Xt−2(j) = 0, . . . , X1(j) = 0, for any 1 ≤ y ≤ Y ).915

Therefore, the equality shown in Equation A1 holds.916

P [τj ≤ Y ] = P [∪Yt=1

(
Xt(j) = 1, Xt−1(j) = 0, . . . X1(j) = 0|X0(j) = 1

)
] (A1)

Because elements of the event set are mutually exclusive, then, the probability of the union can be917

assessed as the sum of probabilities shown in Equation A2.918

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [Xt(j) = 1, Xt−1(j) = 0, . . . X1(j) = 0|X0(j) = 1] (A2)

Additionally, X0(j) = 1 is equivalent to T1(j) = 1 since a rupture resets the time since the last919

earthquake (Equation 1). Therefore, adding T1(j) = 1 to the conditioning set does not change the920

final results as shown in Equation A3a. Furthermore, each event in the sum of Equation A2 represents921

the probability that the next rupture occurs during year y. This is equivalent to the event: {T1(j) =922

1, T2(j) = 2, . . . , Ty(j) = y, Ty+1(j) = 1}. Since both events are equivalent, then Equation A3b holds.923

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [Xt(j) = 1, Xt−1(j) = 0, . . . , X1(j) = 0|X0(j) = 1, T1(j) = 1] (A3a)

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [Tt+1(j) = 1, Xt(j) = 1, Tt(j) = t,Xj(t− 1) = 0, Tt−1(j) = t− 1, . . . , (A3b)

Xj(1) = 0, T1(j) = 1|Xj(0) = 1, T1(j) = 1]

In addition, the set {Tt+1(j), Xt(j)} is a Markov chain because it is independent of all the previous924

rupture history conditioned on the last step {Tt(j), Xt−1(j)}. This is because {Tt(j), Xt−1(j)} contains925

all the required information to assess the probability of rupture in the section during the next year.926

Then, Equation A3b can be rewritten into Equation A4.927

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [Xt(j) = 1, Tt+1(j) = 0|Xt−1(j) = 0, T (t) = t]× (A4a)

P [Xt−1(j) = 0, Tt(j) = t|Xt−2(j) = 0, Tt−1(j) = t− 1]× . . .
P [X1(j) = 0, T2(j) = 2|X0(j) = 1, T1(j) = 1]

Next, Tt+1(j) is dropped from the event {Tt+1(j), Xt(j)|Xt−1(j), Tt(j)} since Tt(j) = 1 and Xt(j) = 0928

are equivalent events given the conditional term. Xt−1(j) is also dropped from the conditional probability929

since the Tt(j) is the only information that is needed to evaluate the likelihood of Xt(j) (Equation 2).930

Then, Equation A5 holds.931

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [Xt(j) = 1|Tt(j) = t]× P [Xt−1(j) = 0|Tt−1 = t− 1]× . . . (A5a)

P [X2(j) = 0|τ2(j) = 2]× P [X1(j) = 0|T1(j) = 1]
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Equation A5 shows that the earthquake occurrence likelihood at section j can be calculated as the932

sum of probabilities of mutually exclusive events representing that the next rupture occurs a given year933

from 1 to Y . Because each multiplicand in the sums represents the conditional (over time) marginal934

(over space) probability of an event with a rupture (or no rupture) at section j as shown in Equation 3,935

then Equation A6 is equivalent to Equation A5.936

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

pt(j)×
(
1− pt−1(j)

)
× · · · ×

(
1− p2(j)

)
×
(
1− p1(j)

)
(A6)

Equations 3 and A6 show that these conditional marginal probabilities, and therefore P [τj ≤ Y ], can937

be calculated independently from the spatial rupture interactions with neighboring sections. Though938

ruptures at any time are sampled jointly in the entire fault according to Equation 1, the copula method939

constructs a multivariate normal distribution in Equation 9 that preserves the conditional marginal940

distributions. After constructing the covariance matrix Σ, which has ones in the diagonal elements, the941

copula method models Zt with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ. Because Zt is a multivariate normal,942

then the marginal distribution of Zt(j) at section j is a univariate normal distribution with mean 0 and943

variance 1. It follows that pt(j) equals Φ[Zt(j)] according to Equation 9, where Φ[.] is the standard944

normal CDF, therefore, the correlogram introduced in the model does not change the final conditional945

marginal probability of rupture because pt(j) = P [Xt(j) = 1|Tt(j)] = Φ[Zt(j)] at section j regardless of946

the correlations in Σ.947

Turning back to Equation A5, pt(j) represents the probability of having a rupture during year t at948

section j given that there was no rupture during the last t−1 years. Thus, this multiplicand is equivalent949

to the probability that the interarrival time τj at section j is less than or equal to t given that τj is950

greater than t− 1 (i.e., τj ≤ t|τj > t− 1). The next multiplicand P [Xt−1(j) = 0|τj = t− 1] is equivalent951

to P [τj > t− 1|τj > t− 2] because Xt−1(j) = 0 means that there is no rupture during year t− 1. Using952

the same logic, all the multiplicands of Equation A5 were replaced by their equivalences as a function953

of τj as shown in Equation A7a. Then, using the Bayes’s rule, the conditional probabilities in Equation954

A7a were rewritten as shown in Equation A7b. Note that the multiplication in Equation A7b simplifies955

to the expression in Equation A7c since the denominator equals the numerator of the next term and956

P [τj ≤ 0] is 0. F (t) equals P [τj ≤ t] and is the BPT CDF (Equation 5). Finally, the first term of957

the t summand cancels out with the second term of the t + 1 summand. It can be seen that the final958

expression is equivalent to the BPT CDF and that the model preserves the interarrival time distribution.959

Therefore, the model is consistent.960

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [τj ≤ t|τj > t− 1]× P [τj > t− 1|τj > t− 2]× . . . P [τj > 2|τj > 1] (A7a)

× P [τj > 1|τj > 0]

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
h=1

P [t− 1 < τj ≤ t]
1− P [τj ≤ t− 1]

× 1− P [τj ≤ t− 1]

1− P [τj ≤ t− 2]
× . . . 1− P [τj ≤ 2]

1− P [τj ≤ 1]
× 1− P [τj ≤ 1]

1− P [τj ≤ 0]
(A7b)

P [τj ≤ Y ] =

Y∑
t=1

P [t− 1 < τj ≤ t] =

Y∑
t=1

Fτj (t)− Fτj (t− 1) = Fτj (Y )− Fτj (0) = Fτj (Y ) (A7c)

B Likelihood function for Model Performance Testing accord-961

ing to Akaike Information Criterion962

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) value requires the estimation of the likelihood function L̂ (Equa-963

tion 12). The following two subsections describe how to estimate L̂ for the proposed earthquake model964

and for the simplified model.965

Likelihood Function for Proposed Model966

Ceferino et al. (2020) formulated the likelihood function L̂ for the proposed model according to Equations967

B1 and B2:968
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L̂ =

H∏
t=1

Pµ,α,γ [Xt|Tt] (B1)

P [Xt|Tt] = P [∩Nj=1Aj ],where

{
Aj = {Zt(j) ≤ Φ−1(pt(j))} if Xt(j) = 1,
or Aj = {Zt(j) > Φ−1(pt(j))} otherwise

(B2)

where H represents the total number of years in the earthquake catalog and Pµ,α,γ [.] is the Multivari-969

ate Bernoulli distribution in Equation 2. The vectors µ = {µj |∀j = 1, . . . , N}, α = {αj |∀j = 1, . . . , N}970

and the parameter γ represent all the parameters of the proposed model. Additionally, the elements of971

the vector Zt are given in Equation 9, which are correlated through either the exponential or spherical972

correlation as indicated in Equations 7 and 8.973

Likelihood Function for Simplified Model974

The likelihood function L̂ of the simplified model is formulated here according to the Equation B3.975

L̂ = Pβ [r,m]Pα,µ[τ ] = P [r|m]Pβ [m]Pα,µ[τ ] (B3)

Because in the simplified model the interarrival times are independent from the earthquake magni-976

tudes and locations, L̂ can be estimated as the product of the probability Pα,µ[τ ] of observing the interar-977

rival times and the joint probability Pβ [r,M ] of magnitudes and locations, where τ = {τk|∀k = 1, . . . , n},978

m = {mk|∀k = 1, . . . , n}, r = {rk|∀k = 1, . . . , n} are the datasets of earthquake interarrival times, mag-979

nitudes and locations in the entire fault, respectively, and n is the number of datapoints in the dataset.980

981

Pα,µ[τ ] can be estimated as shown in Equation B4, where fα,µ(τk) is the pdf of the BPT distribution982

in Equation 4, where only a single set of parameters µ and α are used to describe interarrival times in983

the entire fault.984

Pα,µ[τ ] =

n∏
k=1

Pα,µ[τk] =

n∏
k=1

fα,µ(τk) (B4)

The magnitudes and locations were discretized into bins according to the number of sections in the985

proposed model in order to conduct a clean model comparison. Therefore, P [r|m] can be estimated as986

shown in Equation B5 because earthquake locations are uniformly distributed across the entire fault,987

where Nl and Nw are the number of sections along the length and width of the entire fault, and l[.] are988

w[.] are functions that determine how many sections slk and swk break along these respective directions989

due to the earthquake magnitude mk. These geometric features can be obtained from empirical scaling990

laws (Strasser et al., 2010) and total length L and width W of the fault.991

P [r|m] =

n∏
k=1

1

Nl − slk + 1
× 1

Nw − swk + 1
, where slk = l[mk], swk = w[mk] (B5)

Finally, Pβ [m] can be estimated as in Equation B6. The function M [.] maps the number of sections992

that break due a given earthquake to the corresponding magnitude. ∆M− evaluates the bin width between993

magnitude bin center M
[
slk × swk

]
of the earthquake magnitude mk and the next smaller magnitude994

bin centered at M [(slk− 1)× (swk− 1)]. Similarly, ∆M+ evaluates the bin width between the magnitude995

bin of mk and the next larger bin centered at M [(slk + 1)× (swk + 1)].996

Pβ [m] =

n∏
k=1

Pβ

[
M
[
slk × swk

]
−

∆M−

2
< mk ≤M

[
slk × swk

]
+

∆M+

2

]
(B6)

The magnitude distribution can be estimated using the double truncated exponential distribution997

shown in Equation B7 (Cosentino et al., 1977).998

Pβ [m ≤M ] =
1− exp(−β(m−mmin))

1− exp(−β(mmax −mmin))
, where mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax (B7)
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